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The Cloud-Based Platform
for Remote Monitoring and Management

The Benefits of Senso.cloud
Switch to our cloud based Network and Classroom Management Solution today.

Cloud-based

Modular

Simple Setup

Scale to millions of devices across
multiple sites with centralised reporting
and anywhere access in real time. Built
on Microsoft Azure.

Features can be added or upgraded
without re-deploying software. Choose
only the features you need, saving
money. Affordable but premium quality.

No Server or Admin console software to
install or maintain, just use a browser, on
any device, from anywhere. Get set-up
in minutes.

Cloud-based

Secure

Affordable

Built using robust and up to date
technology Senso.cloud is highly
scalable, with fail-over and high
availability to ensure smooth operation.

Using the highest verification certificate
with TLS encrypted data
communication and hashed modules.

Simple, yearly subscription, paying for
what you need makes pricing
transparent and excellent value.

0115 857 3776
Start Your FREE Trial, call us on:

Why choose Senso?

What our customers say about us

ACCESsing machines on the go
With over 10,000 machines to manage and service...
Senso has allowed the engineers at L.E.A.D to have a single
platform to access any machine and server on the go. Speeding
up the time it takes to get to an issue so that users can be back up
and running as quickly as possible.

L.E.A.D IT Services

a true multi-school solution
“We’ve found Senso.cloud extremely easy to set up on thousands of machines and incredibly quick
and reliable to use which is impressive for a cloud based solution.
Previous solutions involved utilising 21 hosted servers to spread the load of our 13,000 devices, with no way to easily switch
between schools as it was designed for single school use. Senso.cloud is a true cloud multi-school solution, all schools are
accessible from the same portal making remote support a breeze. The support from Senso.cloud has been second to none,
we feel like we can contact their support or developers knowing any queries will be dealt with in a timely fashion.
The safeguarding element to Senso.cloud is remarkable. We are now able to see and spot common trends among students
across all our schools all within one view, helping us support a plan of action with schools, protecting students from the
dangers of the internet.”

Kirsty King | Commercial Services Manager: ICT | Telford & Wrekin Council

